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About This Game

This is a personal project I've been working on by myself for a while. It's a VR Action Shooter that makes you feel like Neo
from the matrix.

A mysterious group of rogues calling themselves STAR have kidnapped you. In this VR shooter you will right the wrongs of the
"evil" Space Trading Association as you are tasked/forced into suicidal missions.

A short concise adventure and a first glimpse into the STA Universe.

Dodge bullets and use an arsenal of weapons including a two handed assault rifle and a grenade launcher to dispense justice on
those your master determines to be evil.
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Title: STAR SOD
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mass Games
Publisher:
Mass Games
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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So im browsing the games and i see this game and its really cheap, so i decide to get it. It was worth the $2 i payed for it. The
game takes the style of an old arcade space shooter. The game gives you 3 lives, power ups, and an objective to complete each
wave. The game also keeps track of your high score, which is cool i guess. So i would recommend getting this game if you enjoy
the old arcade space shooters.. I really liked this game. It's not short nor long, just entertaining if you like Tower Defense-type
of games. The graphics, while simple, are really beautiful and detailed. It takes some grinding in order to defeat some levels and
some elements of the UI should be clearer on how to handle them, but otherwise I really do recommend this game.. this was fun
with beer and weed,
reasonabaly short but reasonably priced, it goes good with any
sort of cannabis or alcoholic beverage.

then it just ends cause a well, its only 1.99

=(

wish i could pay 40 dollars and get 20 times the content and have a full on
casino arcade thing in my house

p.s. my light saber is not weird looking its deady

. Another fantastic level that shows the difficulty is increasing with even more complex and complicated scenarios. IO doesn\\'t
rinse and repeat with any of their levels, the graphics always feels different and unique to each of their respective settings and
Eps 3 is no different. There is a few flaws that are obvious off the start. Crowd NPC\\'s are becoming very similar in how they
look, often times the NPC\\'s will look like twins very close in proximity. There is a noticable drop in frame rates but only
happens in big crowds. The mission becomes somewhat lenient once you enter the Swedish compound, in that there is a
multitude of ways to assassinate with ease rather than feeling the difficulty is increasing more. Level design-wise, it won\\'t
match Sapienza, this one is more narrow and more linaer than the previous 2 missions but it makes up for it for being densely
populated and difficult in reaching your targets if you play loosely.. This is worth the money 100%, its the best game ever!
You better buy this for only 1$ Its so frecking cheap!
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By far the best IDE I ever used. Every tool you can think of is available.Very responsive support. No regrets despite the high
price. Id highly recommend this game. Very brief, but still a cool experience for anyone who is a fan of the horror genre.

I played with a group of four, it was great hearing the terror of my friends as we started to hear the demonic growls of the girl
then scurry through the house trying to avoid her.

I wish it was a bit longer, but hopefully this will give rise to some games that are similar and just as nicely done.

Play with friends and with your volume loud!. The slow paced action, actually made me scream a couple of times.

Lots of thrilling moments. Although I suck.. I've never understood the design philosophy that drives game developers to offer
products (in partial development or complete) that punish their customers for not being as smart as they are. Note the term
"customer" not to be confused with "competitor." If you are interested in matching wits and competing with the designers, this
Early Access product might be for you. So far, I find this to be just another in a long line of games where your reward for
purchasing and playing is to be sent back to kindergarten every twenty minutes or so. This is NOT, at least not now, a
strategy\/simulation game that immerses the player in the world of owning and operating railroads. It is a puzzle game, similar to
Train Valley.

In what world does it make good business sense to offer a game (Early Access or Complete) for purchase that doesn't allow the
purchaser full access to the game?

And it really is too bad, because there is so much to like about the product design. Clearly, a massive amount of effort and
innovation has gone into the product so far. The graphics are crisp, clear, and realistic. The game mechanics are well thought out
and easy to use. Interacting effectively with the game is smooth and intuitive. I've played every worthwhile attempt to improve
upon the original Railroad Tycoon, and although all have failed to date (except maybe Railroad Tycoon II), this one actually
looks promising.

The developers have promised a "sandbox" feature in the not to or distant future. So instead of experiencing all aspects of the
game build to date, and relaying constructive input to the designers, I'm afraid a substantial portion of the market will either not
buy, or forego the puzzle experience until the sandbox release. The game already has a MIXED review, which will eliminate a
big part of the market that won't take the time to read the reviews. This is too bad for a product with great potential. Puzzling
decision on how this game has been released.

Sorry, I can't recommend this game in its current form. Hopefully I can revise this review down the road if the builders open up
their full product to their customers.

. It doesn't take long to complete but its still kinda fun, however, the best space combat sims still belong to yester-year. Track
down Freespace 2 to see how things should be done (and if you do, remember to add on all those lovely, graphic enhancing
mods!).
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